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The imposing memorial to 
Portugal’s famed navigators 
on Lisbon’s’ waterfront left 
me with an interesting 
investment-related 
question. 
 
A week in that charming 
country en route home 
from a momentous 
fortnight in England was to 
also provide and interesting 
perspective on a southern 
European nation also a 
member of the EU and its 
Eurozone, that had suffered 
more post-2008 austerity 
and hardship than most, but 
is recovering encouragingly.   
 
That said, it was Portugal’s proud maritime history that really hit 
home with me.  If those mariners of old could survive countless 
storms and hazards in achieving what they did, why should we 
investors not be able to navigate today’s stock market tumult 
successfully – all the more so with the knowledge and tools we 
have at our disposal? 
 
 
 
 
 

If the mariners of old could do it so successfully,  
why should today’s investors not be able to…… 
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R ID ING  CHOPPY  S EAS  TO  B LACK  MONDAY  
 

The extremely heavy, almost tsunami-like, global stock market 
storm that blew out of China of Monday, August 24th couldn’t 
have provided a better navigational test.   On a day that found 
me in London, the benchmark Shanghai Composite index had 
plunged another 8.5% for a three-day decline of 22% to bring it 
close to 30% below its soaring – and speculative – peaks of only 
weeks before.   
 
The key question among waiting investors, was how New York 
was going to open.  Within minutes we had our answer as the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged a thousand points, or 6%.  
Memorable to say the least.  By the end of a day bordering on 
panic, markets the world over had experienced their worst sell-
off since 2008, and I had another Black Monday to add to my 
career list. 
 
When the tide pulls out in such fashion, it has to surge back in at 
some point.    This time however it wasn’t long before shell-
shocked markets were once again being overtaken by worry.  
What is more there was plenty to fuel a fresh storm; a slowing 
China, the ineptness of its regulatory authorities, Fed chair 
Janet Yellen’s tentativeness in raising U.S. interest rates, the oil 
shock and its spreading impact on oil company profits, the 
catastrophic slump in commodity prices, the biggest refugee 
crisis since World War II, the deepening Syrian and ISIS 
nightmares - on and on!   

 

 

 

B LACK  MONDAY  R EDUX  
 

That another Black Monday would follow in short order 
shouldn’t have come as a complete surprise.  Just a month after 
August’s Black Monday, on September 28th, markets 
everywhere went into yet another tailspin, before rallying to 
partially recoup their losses.  But not for long as October began 
on a steep down note before they began abruptly reversing the 
fall and going on to chalk up two weeks of dizzying gains.   
Today they’re backing and filling at new recovery levels.  With 
volatility like this who needs a fall fairground ride? 
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In Canada, a battered TSX Composite also suffered steep 
further losses on both Black Mondays.  These were to bring it all 
the way back down to 13,000 before a modest rally began 
gaining traction into October – almost to 14,000, and to the 
13,800 level currently.   Still, in all, what a far cry from the 15,500 
highs of only last April and the 15,650 all-time peak of 
September a year ago. 
 
 
 

THE  S TORM IE ST  B LACK  MONDAY  –  AND  

OCTOBER ?  

And now into October, long the most treacherous month of the 
entire investment year.  Historically, pride of place must go to 
October 19th 1987 – surely the most memorable Black Monday 
of all when the Dow plunged by 508 points, or 23%, to close at 
1,738 for the largest single-day stock market decline in 
investment history.  Imagine having to navigate portfolios 
through a storm like that; but what a prize for those who did so 
successfully. 
 
Despite some returning hesitancy, the markets latest recovery 
strength is leading me to wonder whether October might just 
have happened in August-September.  How welcome if 
investors ended up being given a breather this time round. 
 
 
 

OTHER  I NT ERPRETAT ION S  –  AND  THE  WAY  

FORWARD  

Alternatively, could perennial naysayers like Robert Shiller and 
Larry Summers still be right in warning of much more downside 
to come?  There’s also the inevitability of bull markets sooner or 
later needing to pause for breath and coming to an end of their 
own volition.  And could we perhaps be witnessing the 
beginning of the end of the great bull market that began in the 
depths of despair in the spring of 2009 and was to lift 
benchmarks like the Dow and S&P by a factor of close to three 
times? 
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The truth, however, is that no one, no matter their professed 
expertise, can accurately forecast the shorter-term direction of 
wildly-volatile markets.  Instead, what’s much more important 
for investors is to successfully navigate their way through them.   
Stand back from today’s madding crowd and you might just be 
surprised at how navigable the route to longer-term investment 
goals is. 
 
 
 
 

NAV IGAT ION  MARKERS :  EAST ERN  S TAR  
 

Take China, for example, where economic reform seems to be 
out and economic rescue in.  The published GDP numbers are 
no doubt grossly exaggerated, yet the world’s second-largest 
economy (having overtaken Japan in 2010) is nonetheless still  
growing better than any other as it transitions from an 
unsustainable export machine to an urbanized, consumer-
driven middle class society.  If an immediate lesson has been 
painfully learnt, it is for Beijing to get and stay out of China’s 
capital markets and instead leave them to determining market 
forces. 
 
 
 

NAV IGAT ION  MARKERS :  S TARS  AND  S TR IPES  
 

In the U.S., where there is no lack of expert opinion, the dollar is 
once again becoming the world’s strongest and most desirable 
currency.  As well, the “lift-off” in the Federal Reserve Fund rate 
that Wall Street craves after nine years of near-zero artificially 
will now most likely be speeded up. 
 
Beyond that are matters of wildly differing conjecture: Is the 
U.S. the strong, consumer-driven economy with ever-lessening 
unemployment and a recovering house sector on the cusp of a 
vigorous recovery that it is made out to be?  Or was the 
annualized 3.5% GDP second-quarter growth rate an aberration?  
Can U.S. corporate profits hold at today’s high levels?  And do 
the markets really care about the complexity – and absurdity – 
of American presidential politics? 
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NAV IGAT ION  MARKERS :  NORTH  S TAR  
 

North of the border there’s an unloved and unwanted Canada 
whose beaten-up energy and resource-heavy TSX benchmark is 
showing some sign of at least bottoming at what are still 
historically sorry levels.  And, for the near-term, the Canadian 
dollar continues to remain at the mercy of Janet Yellen as well 
as the vagaries of world oil and commodity prices.  Keep in 
mind, too, that the loonie began the year at 86 cents (U.S.) and 
was at parity not all that long ago, as it does a little better at the 
current but still bargain cheap 77-78 cent level. 
 
Yet, as the OECD and now also the IMF rain on Canada’s parade, 
Statistics Canada’s latest monthly GDP numbers add credence 
to a Scotiabank Economics  study that stood out in the gloomy 
crowd.  How differently refreshing to read of a study that 
concluded:  “Canadians are working more hours than ever 
before, the country is on track for the fastest pace of job 
creation in the past three years; export volumes are tracking 
double digit percentage growth with considerable breadth 
across vehicles, aircraft, industrial machinery, agricultural 
products and consumer goods, new home construction is 
growing at its fastest pace in three years, and Canada’s 
international travel spending deficit is likely to be cut in half in 
coming quarters”(see “Canada’s Rebounding Economy” , The 

Financial Post, Sept. 10, 2015).    
 
In agreeing with Scotiabank, I’ve always liked reasoned 
contrarians. I remind myself as well that going against the 
crowd invariably achieves the best investment results! 
 
 
 

WHAT  COULD  GO  R IGHT ?  
 

At a recent U.S. Trust/Bank of America roundtable I was able to 
run through a number of possibilities that might turn 
downtrodden Canadian investor sentiment around.  These 
included an acceptable election result on October 19th (there 
could be more than one); Canada’s admission to the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (has happened, ratification will be lengthy, 
the long-term potential is huge); and Ms. Yellen’s finally making 
up her mind on that overdue U.S. interest rate increase which 
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would help determine Canadian interest rates and a better 
equilibrium level for our dollar.  I also saw, some stabilization in 
energy and commodity prices – especially in world oil –working 
wonders. 
 
Finally, though more about sentiment than investment 
performance, I still have no doubt the Toronto Blue Jays (very 
much Canada’s team) winning the World Series would lift 
Canadian spirits – investor spirits included – sky-high. (STOP 
PRESS: They’re through to the American League Conference 
Series final and are doing Canada proud!)  
 
 
 

STURDY  SH IP S  FOR  THE  LONG  HAUL :   
 

At the same presentation, I could also run through some of the 
world-class Canadian corporate names now offering more 
superior investment returns then ever – not only within our fire-
sale cheap energy and commodity-related sectors, but also a 
surprising number of non-resource corporations capable of 
competing with the world’s best.  These include our banks (you 
choose, my favourite, Bank of Nova Scotia), life insurers 
(Manulife Financial Corp and SunLife Financial), 
telecommunications leaders (BCE, Rogers Communications), 
and consumer giants (Canadian Tire, Hudson’s Bay Co., George 
Weston).  In a class of their own are Brookfield Asset 
Management and its peerless property and infrastructure spin-
offs; also Thomson-Reuters Corp. and Constellation Software, 
global leaders in electronic information provision.  Yes, 
Canada’s world-class non-resource investment range is 
surprisingly wide. 
 
Covering a wide span like this are my Canadian Equity and 
Dividend 6-Paks on which this year’s market storms have taken 
their toll, but whose component stocks are nonetheless 
weathering the tumult as they are meant to. 
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CANAD IAN  EQU ITY  6 - PAK :  R EBALANC I NG  
 

In my flagship Canadian Equity 6-Pak, with its mandatory 
diversification and dividend requirements, the “lifesaving” 
gains in Brookfield Asset Management and Thomson-Reuters 
have tempered the heavy paper loss in Encana and to a lesser 
extent in Cenovus Energy and Enbridge.  The  essential 
discipline of regular rebalancing nonetheless requires that over 
weighted holdings like these be trimmed and the gains be used 
to top up the combined Encana-Cenovus holding, along with 
the holdings in Canadian Pacific Railway and Enbridge. 
 
The prices and totals shown in the accompanying table are to 
the end of September.  Since then, October’s rally will have 
lifted each holding higher, including the total Canadian Equity 6-
Pak value to a “guesstimated” $41,000.   
 
Accordingly, if done today, the rebalanced allotments would 
differ slightly from those shown in the table.  What wouldn’t  
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change however is each rebalanced holding being at 
approximately the same in dollar terms –equal dollar weighting 
being the central plank on which my successful 6-Pak approach 
has long been built. 
 
Keep in mind, too, that Canadian Equity 6-Pak members 
Brookfield Asset Management, Thomson-Reuters and Encana 
also pay their dividends in U.S. dollars. 
 
 
 

RESOURCE  S TANDOUT :  C ENOVUS  ENERGY  
 

Within the combined Encana-Cenovus holding it’s also to be 
noted that I’ve raised the ratio to roughly 60% in favour of 
Cenovus, a major oilsands producer with its own distinctive 
Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) technology.  What is 
more, Cenovus now has a fortress-like balance sheet following 
the $3.3 billion, 4.8 million acre sale of its royalty-free properties 
in Western Canada to the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan.  
Cutting its dividend by a third and its costs (including staff lay-
offs) to the bone are helping maintain if not boost its cash flow, 
thereby adding to its opportunities for pursuing potential 
opportunities.  
 
Cenovus Energy (TSX-CVE $21.30) remains one of my must-buy, 
resource-related recommendations, a recent press reference 
commenting (tellingly, in my view) that if investors do not buy it 
somebody else will. 

 
 
 

OTHER  ENERGY  -  R E SOURCE  S TANDOUTS  

My other energy-resource standout recommendations include 
are Suncor Energy (TSX.SU - $37.01), Teck Resources (TSX/TCK - 
$8.67) and Labrador Iron Ore (TSX/LIF - $16.50). 
 
Suncor, Canada’s leading oilsands producer with its extensive 
downstream (i.e. refining and marketing) network has just 
launched a hostile bid for Canadian Oil Sands, the largest 
stakeholder (with a 37% interest) in underperforming Syncrude 
Canada. (While Suncor reports that its operating costs are down 
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to $28 per barrel, Syncrude’s exceed $50!)  Suncor is among the 
few major oil companies producing free cash flow at today’s 
prices.  It also pays a quarterly dividend, recently increased to 
$0.29 or a $1.16 annual rate, from $1.12 previously. 
 
Teck Resources, arguably Canada’s last remaining global mining 
giant, has had Moody’s Investor Service and now also Fitch 
Ratings cut its credit rating to junk status (Moody’s along with 
that of Brazil!).   However, Teck is controlling its expenses 
impressively and maintains it is well able of surviving today’s 
extreme hardships.   I’m in Teck’s corner all the way, given the 
multi-year longevity of its enviable array of assets (metallurgical 
coal, copper, zinc, precious metals), and its  20% stake in 
Suncor’s majority-owned and managed Fort Hills project in 
Alberta.  Above all there’s its out-and-out bargain cheapness in 
net asset value and cash flow terms, the latter running at a first-
half $1.20 per share. 
 
Labrador Iron Ore Royalty owns a seven percent gross royalty 
on the revenues of Iron Ore  Co. of Canada, which is 85% owned 
by Rio Tinto.  As well, its ownership of the remaining 15% of Iron 
Ore of Canada adds more to a royalty company with a very 
special difference.    In addition, Iron Ore Company of Canada 
has perhaps the highest-quality iron ore in a global business 
that must recover at some point.  Note, too, that Labrador Iron 
Ore Royalty pays regular dividends, currently at a $1.00 per 
share indicated annual rate.  Also that Osisko Gold Royalties’ 
purchase of a 9.7% stake in it could raise interesting longer-term 
possibilities. 

 
 
 

CANAD IAN  D I V ID END  6 - PAK  

Space precludes a detailed update on a bruised and battered 
Canadian Dividend 6-Pak made up of Artis Real Estate 
Investment Trust, Bank of Montreal, BCE Inc. Enbridge Income 
Fund Holdings Inc., Inter Pipeline Ltd and a split holding in Trans 
Alta Corp/TransAlta Renewables.  
 
Despite its poor performance in total return terms, this 6-Pak 
continues to deliver the income required of it - two of its 
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members, Bank of Montreal and Enbridge Income Fund also 
having raised this years’ dividends.  That said, the heavy losses 
in its energy-related components had reduced the total return 
to a sobering negative ten percent at the end of September.  
This would be less today, given October’s month-to-date rally, 
but with discomfiting lessons to be learnt nonetheless. 
 
Especially troubling is TransAlta Corp (TSX/TA - $6.68) down 
some 50% year-to-date, with renewed concerns about its ability 
to maintain a dividend already cut to the 72 cents amount level 
from $1.16 a year ago.  The next quarterly declaration is due in 
November.   Thankfully, splitting this Dividend 6-Pak holding 
between TransAlta and its alternative-energy spin-off TransAlta 

Renewables (TSX/RNW - $10.77) has tempered the risk, RNW 
having raised its dividend to the current 84 cents. 
 
Also noteworthy on the subject of dividends in the energy 
bracket is TransCanada Corp (TSX/TRP - $45.16) raising its 
dividend payout to $2.08 from $1.92 earlier this year.   And 
despite its continuing Keystone XL disappointments there is its 
commitment to further increase its annual dividend payments in 
2016 -17. 

 
 
 
 

POWER  F I NANC IAL :  A  N EW  R ECOMMENDAT ION  

Power Financial Corporation (TSX/PWF- $31.13) is a new 
recommendation in the total return (including dividends) 
context.  This as it focuses on the U.S. (as distinct from Asia) 
where its 67%-owned subsidiary Great-West Lifeco is becoming 
an increasingly impressive growth engine.  In turn, there’s Great 
West Life’s 100% ownership of a recovering Putnam 
Investments to go with London Life, Canada Life and Irish Life - 
the latter a hugely-successful acquisition.  There’s also the 
immense potential of its Empower Retirement, the coming 
together of the retirement businesses of Great-West Financial, 
Putnam and the recently-acquired JP Morgan Retirement Plan 
Services.  Empower is already the second-largest retirement 
services provider in the U.S.    After years of sideways drift, 
Power Financial’s now organically rather than acquisition-driven 
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earnings are in breakout mode, and its dividend has been 
increased for the first time in 6 years to the current $1.49 level, 
likely with more to come.  There’s also  a 15% equity return on a 
strong underlying capital base.  Its parent Power Corporation of 
Canada likely remains the cheaper of the two, but in terms of 
financially-driven growth Power Financial looks the purer and 
surer way to go. 

 
 

 
 

WHO ’ S  WEAR ING  A  S TURDY  BALANCE  SH EET ?  

Warren Buffett likes to remind us how it is only when the tide 
goes out that one discovers who has been swimming naked; 
the flip side of this, who has bathing suits.  Substitute “balance 
sheets” for “bathing suits”, and my Canadian Equity and 
Dividend 6-Paks members, as well as the equity 
recommendations mentioned above, more than pass this test.   
 
Canada, too, is underpinned by a strong fiscal balance sheet 
(e.g. debt/GDP in the low 30% range, and a balanced federal 
budget).     Underlying strength with which to successfully 
navigate today’s economic and market storms – and prosper: 
And being ready for when the tide flows out as well as in!   
Canada more than meets both these criteria at both the 
national and individual company levels! 

 
 
 

‘ T IME  I N ’  VER SUS  ‘ T IM ING ’  

During this summer’s market meltdown, I kept being reminded 
of John Templeton’s emphasis on “time in” rather than 
“timing” the markets:  And of his conviction that the best time 
to invest is when you have the money.  Not for nothing was Sir 
John’s favourite book the classic Extraordinary Popular 
Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, His famous Templeton 
mountain chart – illustrating the power of compounding - still 
tells it all. 
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NAV IGAT ING  THROUGH  CALM  AND  S TORM  

In similar vein, Warren Buffett, famed for his contrarian 
approach, advocates being fearful when others are greedy and 
greedy when others are fearful. 
 
I’m also old and experienced enough to reflect that Black 
Monday of October 1987 is now but a blip on stock markets 
charts and screens.  And to bet that not too many years from 
now the same will be true of Black Monday August 2015:  In 
which case, those investors with properly-positioned portfolios 
and the wherewithal (and stomachs) to successfully navigate 
their way through today’s extreme volatility and market 
turbulence will once again be handsomely rewarded. 

 
 

THE  ULT IMATE  NAV IGATORS  

Finally, why not let’s give the final word to Charlie Munger and 
his quip at last spring’s overflow Berkshire Hathaway golden 
anniversary meeting that he and Warren Buffett and their 
Berkshire shareholders wouldn’t be nearly so rich if people 
making up the market weren’t so often wrong.  Their combined 
wisdom at that very special meeting just cries out for a re-read 
(“Master Class”, June 8, 2015).   Concomitantly, there’s also Mr. 
Munger’s tongue-in-cheek conviction that everything that’s 
important is counterintuitive, and everything that’s obvious is 
wrong! 

 

Michael Graham 

October 16, 2015 
 

 
  

 

 

 

The original text of this article was written for The MoneyLetter, October 2015, Second Report.  The 
information contained in it is obtained from sources believed to be reliable but we cannot represent that it 
is accurate or complete. This article is a general discussion of the merits and risks of the securities of 
certain issuers, and is not in any way designed to be tailored to the needs and circumstances of any 
recipient. This material is not a recommendation for any recipient of this report to purchase a specific 
security, service or product and should not be construed as such. Michael Graham has a beneficial 
ownership interest in securities of certain issuers discussed in this report; however, such ownership 
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